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Abstract

The lack of proper support for multicast services in the Internet has hindered the widespread use of applications that rely on group communication services such as mobile software agents. This kind of applications, although do not require high bandwidth or heavy traffic, need to cooperate in a scalable, fair and decentralized way. This paper presents GMAC, an overlay network that implements all multicast related functionality, including membership management and packet forwarding, in the end systems. GMAC introduces a new approach for providing multicast services for mobile agent platforms in a decentralized way, where group members cooperate in a fair way, minimizing the protocol overhead, thus achieving great scalability. Simulations comparing GMAC with other approaches, in aspects such as end-to-end group propagation delay, group latency, group bandwidth, protocol overhead, resource utilization and failure recovery, show that GMAC is a scalable and robust solution to provide multicast services in a decentralized way to mobile software agent platforms with requirements similar to MoviLog.
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1 Introduction

Mobile agents are software entities able to autonomously migrate their execution to achieve their users’ goals [1]. The running state of a mobile agent can be saved,
moved to the location where a required resource is located, and be restored. As a consequence, agent-resource interactions are local instead of remote, thus reducing network usage. Besides efficient network usage, mobile software agents provide advantages such as scalability, reliability and disconnected operations [2].

Special platforms are required to execute mobile agents by supplying them with the resources and mechanisms they need. Although mobile software agents reduce network load, their platforms often need to send small multicast messages to the other platforms to coordinate themselves. For example, platforms such as MoviLog [3,4] require multicast for providing group communication services to agents and for managing their mobility. It is also desirable that these platforms cooperate autonomously, fairly and do not rely on hierarchical or centralized components, as they usually belong to independent organizations.

The lack of proper support for communicating a large number of distributed mobile agent platforms in a decentralized way has been a hurdle to achieving true scalability of mobile software systems in real settings. As a result, an easy deployable, decentralized and scalable multicast service is a major requirement for the success of mobile software agents in the Internet.

In order to support IP multicast on the Internet, the MBONE (Multicast Backbone) has been built. The MBONE is a virtual network extended across the Internet that supports IP multicast traffic [5]. Despite the need for multicast services, the usefulness of the MBONE is still limited [6]. Furthermore, the MBONE does not reach all Internet users, since neither all routers, nor ISPs (Internet Service Providers) support it.

An alternative for multicast communications that do not require special routers are overlay multicast networks [7,8]. Overlay networks, instead of being supported at the network level, are supported by user-level applications, relying only on unicast as the subjacent service. In this way, neither special routers nor extra ISP involvement is required. At present, many research efforts are being made to provide multicast services through overlay networks [8,9]. Different alternatives were built subject to the particular application requirements involved in each case.

GMAC has been developed to provide multicast services to MoviLog, taking into consideration the following communication requirements:

- **Burst transmission**: Group members transmit small messages for short periods of time (i.e. no data streaming).
- **Stable groups**: Members are supposed to use the service for long periods of time (i.e. hosts do not join or leave the group very frequently).
- **Solidarity among group members**: Everyone in the group cooperates. Each member is interested in other members receiving group messages, even those not sent by it.
- **Homogeneous groups and network links**: Members have similar behavior and
communication characteristics. Therefore transmission probability, connection resources and communication demands are similar.

- **Unknown Topology:** In contrast with other kinds of networks, it is very difficult to determine or take advantage of the Internet topology.

- **Connection restricted clients:** Multicast services to connection restricted hosts should not be denied, though they may receive a degraded service. These unreachable hosts are restricted by firewalls and Network Address Translators (NATs) that do not allow having open ports or using port-forwarding mechanisms.

Since none of the existing approaches completely meet these communication requirements, we have developed GMAC (Group Management Agent Cast), an overlay multicast network for mobile agent platforms on the Internet. In particular, we limited the scope of our research to MoviLog, a platform for mobile agents for the WWW.

The main contribution of this work is to introduce a new approach of providing scalable multicast services in the Internet, allowing independent entities with low group communication requirements, such as mobile agent platforms, to cooperate in a robust, fair and decentralized way.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The next section focuses on the MoviLog platform and its multicast communication requirements. The most relevant related approaches are discussed in Section 3. The GMAC model is described in Section 4. Group formation and recovery algorithms are described in Section 5. In Section 6, we present implementation details and the application programming interface of GMAC. Experimental results and comparisons with related approaches are reported in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 presents the conclusions and future work.

## 2 MoviLog

MoviLog [10] is a platform for mobile software agents based on the concept of Reactive Mobility by Failure (RMF) [3]. RMF aims at simplifying mobile agent development by allowing the programmer to delegate decisions on when and where to migrate a mobile agent based on its resource requirements. The idea is that when a mobile agent needs -at some point of its execution- a resource that is not available at the local site, RMF acts by transferring the agent to a site where the required resource is offered. As a consequence mobility is transparent to the programmer, agents are smaller and migrate faster [3].

MoviLog relies on servers called MARlets, which provide the run-time support for executing mobile agents. In addition, MARlets provide services for sharing resources such as programs, data or any other agent accessible asset. The backbone
of the RMF run-time support is a distributed multi-agent system composed of non-mobile agents called Protocol Name Servers (PNS). This system is in charge of managing information about resources available at each host capable of executing mobile agents. Each PNS can announce to others about new available resources, resources that are no longer available and useful information for managing mobility such as network links status, CPU and memory usage at each host, etc.

In order to manage this information, PNSs must cooperate using a multicast communication mechanism. Up to now, this communication was supported through message broadcasting, limited to local area networks or sequential unicast, hence causing suboptimal network utilization due to excessive network traffic. These issues are not easy to address because most approaches for providing multicast services rely either on special routers, are designed for single sender media streaming, or are unable to handle large groups, hosts behind firewalls or network address translators (NATs) in a decentralized way. In addition, existing approaches demand more network bandwidth for managing the overlay than the messages sent by the PNSs. At this point it is worth noting that PNSs are stationary thus they do not require multicast with support for mobile hosts. As a consequence, a multicast support to meet MoviLog requirements was designed and implemented. The next section reviews the most relevant related work.

3 Related Work

Due to the problems that IP Multicast presents [6], specially its low adoption, and the increasingly number of applications requiring multicast services on the Internet, several alternatives have been proposed. Some of the most relevant approaches are:

- Overcast [11] provides support for diffusion of information such as video and audio streaming, for a single sender, by disseminating servers across the Internet.
- YOID [12] and HMTP (Host Multicast Tree Protocol) [13] build distribution trees in order to join IP multicast islands. In YOID members must discover and select a parent to join the group. In HMTP, UDP tunnels are used between designated members to connect IP multicast islands.
- Scattercast [14] is also broadcast oriented, but based on special application-level proxies called SCXs spread across the Internet.
- REUNITE [9] uses recursive unicast trees to implement multicast services. REUNITE uses special routing tables in its protocol. One drawback of REUNITE is its reliance on special routers thus it is very difficult and expensive to deploy. However, REUNITE can be incrementally deployed in the sense that it works even if only a subset of the routers implement it.
- ALMI [7] creates a MST (Minimum Spanning Tree) as an overlay structure among the hosts forming a group. In order to build the MST, latency measures between hosts are taken. The main drawback of this approach is that it depends on
a centralized component to generate and maintain the MST. In addition, ALMI is restricted to small groups, since the cost of generating the MST increases exponentially as the size of the group grows.

- NARADA [8] improves ALMI by achieving decentralization, though it is still restricted to small groups (less than 200) due to its exponential protocol overhead costs.
- NICE [15] and LARK [16] reduce NARADA protocol overhead in order to achieve scalability, but still focus on data streaming and suffers from long failure recovery delays.

Each one of these alternatives offer multicast support for different communication requirements, based on the specific nature of the multicast communications they intend to support. Overcast and Scattercast have been created with the objective of providing broadcast services, such as audio and video streaming. As a consequence, these approaches are best suited for communications with a single sender and multiple receivers. On the other hand, ALMI and NARADA allow all the group members to send data.

YOID and HMTP achieve a logarithmic scaling behavior, however, they are intricate and inefficient. For example YOID employs expensive and complex techniques for loop detection and avoidance. In HMTP nodes are constantly looking for a better parent, producing a considerable overhead.

REUNITE, Overcast and Scattercast are not well suited for multiple senders, which is the case of MoviLog. In Addition, they depend on specific routers spread across the Internet, therefore, they share some of the problematic characteristics of the MBONE.

Though ALMI and NARADA implement diffusion groups by creating overlay networks, both still suffer scalability problems restricting them to small groups. NICE and LARK achieve better scalability, but still suffer from high failure recovery delays and protocol overhead problems.

Nowadays the notion of P2P (Peer to Peer) networks [17] is attracting the attention of the Internet community. Some of these approaches use the TTL\(^2\) flooding method for spreading messages [18]. As this scheme lacks efficiency, heuristics to avoid flooding, such as random walk [19] have been adopted. However, as mobile agent platforms have specific communication requirements, for instance, in MoviLog reaching all group members is mandatory, these unstructured approaches are not adequate. Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) [20] are used to structure P2P overlays forming a virtual space where nodes and content are unambiguously identified, thus messages can be forwarded through the corresponding path. Over this P2P scheme, some alternatives were built to provide multicast services. For exam-
ple CAN [21] still uses flooding, but in a directed way. Scribe [22] and Bayeux [23] were built on top of Pastry [24] and Tapestry [25] respectively, building a distribution tree per group. Although these approaches are scalable, they still do not completely apply to MoviLog requirements. In CAN, despite loops are avoided, duplicate messages are not fully avoided as the same message may arrive to a host more than once. Bayeux and Scribe form distribution trees assigning an identifiable node as the root of a group, and paths are built towards it. Their main drawback is that they do not make a fair distribution of duties, nodes may become transmission bottlenecks, and even nodes that are not members of a group may participate forwarding its messages.

Mobile agent platforms, and MoviLog in particular, rely on group communication both for agent communication and mobility management. In MoviLog each host of the network is able to announce available resources such as code, data or services. MoviLog multicast messages are small and sporadic, thus in order to reduce the network traffic, it is essential that the overlay management do not demand more network bandwidth than the data messages themselves. In addition, MoviLog requires services with support for multiple senders in a decentralized and easy deployable way. Furthermore, as any mobile software agent platform, it is desirable to support groups as large as possible.

To sum up, since none of the previous approaches provide enough scalability, robustness, deployability and failure recovery, in a fair and decentralized way, with support for multiple senders, we designed GMAC (Group Management Agent Cast) to cope with the requirements imposed by MoviLog.

4 GMAC Model

GMAC [26] is an application level multicast infrastructure, based on a binary tree as overlay structure representing a group, where each node of the tree corresponds to a host in a group and the links between them are unicast connections.

In order to provide multicast functionality, each host in a group sends data only to their neighbors in the binary tree. These, in turn, retransmit the received data in the same manner, relieving the transmitting host. In this way, every member retransmits data to other two group members at most, and hence consuming similar network resources. As we will explain in Section 4.2, this approach has been chosen since GMAC provides multicast services only for group coordination purposes, while applications running on top of it, such as mobile agent platforms, will be the ones using the network in an intensive manner, for example for migrating software agents.

This data flow scheme works spreading messages over the tree. Leaf nodes do not
retransmit messages, inner nodes retransmit messages to other two group members (at most) and the root just forwards messages once (receives from one child and forwards to the other child). Some properties of GMAC can be appreciated by comparing it with sequential unicast, where each group member has to send a copy of the message to all the other group members. Figure 1 depicts an example where in a group of 31 members, the node labeled 27 sends a group message. Assuming that every message transmission between unicast links takes one second (the unicast links have the same bandwidth and latency), GMAC would take 11 seconds for every node to receive the message, while sending a message to each member would require 30 seconds.

It is worth noting that when doubling the number of group members in the above example, GMAC would take 14 seconds (only 3 seconds more), as it has a logarithmic behavior, whereas sequential unicast would demand 61 seconds to reach all group members.

When assuming that each unicast link takes one second to transmit a message, the total time required to send a group message with the sequential unicast approach would be \( n - 1 \) seconds, where \( n \) is the total number of group members. On the other hand, the time required by GMAC behaves logarithmically with regard to the number of group members. As GMAC uses a balanced binary tree, the worst case arises when a leaf sends a group message. In this case, the message delivery would encompass the longest path of the tree to reach the farthest leaves. Consequently, the overall time (in seconds) required for the worst case is:

\[
t_w = 3 (\lceil \log_2 n \rceil - 1) - 1
\]

The best case would happen when the root sends a group message, thus, the time (in seconds) required for the message to reach all the group members would be:

\[
t_b = 2 (\lceil \log_2 n \rceil)
\]
4.1 GMAC Components

The GMAC Model is based on a binary tree where group members are nodes in the tree. A group member is identified by its IP address and a port number, which are used by the rest of the participants to establish their connections. As Figure 2 shows, nodes are connected by two unicast links:

- **Control link**: through which control messages, related to the overlay tree building and maintenance, are transmitted.
- **Data link**: through which data messages are sent and forwarded. When a data message arrives, it is immediately retransmitted to other neighbors and sent to the application layer for processing.

Using a double-link schema greatly simplifies the implementation of the model and improves efficiency, although using a single link is also possible.

The entire functionality of GMAC is implemented in each node in a collaborative and decentralized manner, as the responsibilities for message delivery, tree building and recovery are distributed among the members of a group. Ascending control messages are used to provide this functionality in a decentralized way, as only the information downward the tree is required in each node. Thus, each host receives control messages from its children, updates its control state and propagates it upward to its own parent. Only changes in the overlay structure, such as host arrival and departure, will trigger these control messages. Algorithms 1 and 2 describe the data message propagation scheme. All algorithms use Java notation with variables denoted in italics. When a message arrives, the node forwards it before delivering it to the application layer.

GMAC also supports hosts with connectivity restrictions. This kind of hosts are behind firewalls or Network Address Translators (NATs) that do not allow hav-
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```java
1: dataMessage = application.getMessage();
2: if connectionParent != null then
3:   connectionParent.sendData(dataMessage);
4: end if
5: if leftChild != null then
6:   leftChild.sendData(dataMessage);
7: end if
8: if rightChild != null then
9:   rightChild.sendData(dataMessage);
10: end if
```

Algorithm 1: Sending a data message

```java
1: dataMessage = TriggeredDataConnection.receive();
2: if connectionParent != TriggeredDataConnection and connectionParent != null then
3:   connectionParent.sendData(dataMessage);
4: end if
5: if leftChild != TriggeredDataConnection and leftChild != null then
6:   leftChild.sendData(dataMessage);
7: end if
8: if rightChild != TriggeredDataConnection and rightChild != null then
9:   rightChild.sendData(dataMessage);
10: end if
11: application.arrivedDataMessage(dataMessage)
```

Algorithm 2: Receiving and forwarding a data message

In order to reduce the number of open ports or using port-forwarding mechanisms. These hosts will be referred as CRHs (Connectivity Restricted Hosts) as they are not able to accept incoming connections and hence are incapable of communicating between each other. GMAC only supports CRHs as leaves of the binary tree, limiting them to at most \( \lceil n/2 \rceil + 1 \), where \( n \) is the total number of group members. Studies with eDonkey and Gnutella reveal that as many as 36% of the hosts may be CRHs, claiming it as a real problem that needs to be addressed [27]. As GMAC allows 50% of the nodes to be CRHs this problem is correctly addressed.

There is also a component common to all groups called GMAC registry. The main property of the GMAC registry is that it is globally accessible in the Internet, thus works as a “meeting place” for hosts wishing to join a group, as it provides them with the information needed to join any specific group. This information consists of the IP address and port belonging to the current root of a group. The GMAC registry is explained in more detail in Section 5.3.
4.2 Overlay Structure

To support multicast communications, most approaches use optimized overlay structures, such as a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST), based on each host connection properties. On the other hand, GMAC uses a binary tree for the following reasons:

- **Scalability:** Generally the cost of keeping an optimized structure, like a Minimum Spanning Tree, is greatly increased as the number of group members grows. As a consequence, MSTs are usually confined to groups with a limited number of members. Examples are ALMI and NARADA.

- **Dynamism of the environment:** Using an optimized structure presupposes that members have dissimilar connection capabilities, and the overlay structure is build based on those parameters. However if those parameters change very often, the structure should be re-optimized frequently. Therefore an optimized structure usually is not suitable in very dynamic environments.

- **Fairness:** Generally the Internet connection in a host is shared by several applications. For the case for GMAC, as other applications will be using the network resources in a more intensive manner, it is not possible to consider that a host with a better connection can be used as a group retransmitter, or burdened with extra tasks. Accordingly, GMAC guarantees that each group member will re-transmit data to other two members at most.

- **Decentralization:** The computation used to build and maintain an optimized structure generally relies on a central component, and is not easy to decentralize. In contrast, GMAC uses a self-organizing approach, since all members have the same responsibility and cooperate in the formation and maintenance of the tree structure in a decentralized way.

- **Fault tolerance:** As GMAC does not depend on a central component, a failure in one host will not jeopardize the group. The failure recovery cost is often high in optimized structures, and may imply structure reorganization, which is a time and resource consuming process.

- **Protocol overhead:** Optimized overlay structures often achieve better resource utilization than unoptimized overlays. However, the generation and maintenance of an optimized structure require performing several measurements, which also use network resources. Considering MoviLog requirements, GMAC avoids taking these measurements because they might use more network resources than MoviLog.

For these reasons, GMAC uses a binary tree without considering each node capabilities in particular. Although having a higher tree degree may improve latency, the overall group throughput would be reduced. In other words, to forward a message in a $k$-ary tree, internal nodes would have to divide their available bandwidth by $k$ receivers. On the other hand, external nodes (leaves) do not act as message forwarders, as they only transmit their own messages. Since the ratio between the
number of internal and external nodes in a $k$-ary tree with $n$ internal nodes is:

$$\frac{\text{Internal nodes}}{\text{External nodes}} = \frac{n}{n(k-1)+1} \approx \frac{1}{k} \quad (3)$$

the more the tree degree $k$, the more the load imbalance between internal and external nodes, this is, having less internal nodes which also are more loaded forwarding messages. It is important to notice that in a binary tree ($k = 2$) the number of internal nodes is maximized, being approximately equal to the number of external nodes: $n/(n+1)$. Accordingly, to achieve a logarithmic distribution behavior, GMAC relies on a binary tree as overlay structure.

The next section describes the mechanisms for group formation and maintenance of GMAC.

5 Group Management

The general idea to achieve decentralization is that when a node receives a join request it incorporates the requesting node as a child. If there is no room at that node (i.e. it already has two children), it will delegate the join request to its least weighted child (i.e. the one with the smallest subtree). Therefore, a host wishing to join a group will descend the tree until it is inserted as a leaf. As the overlay structure is a binary tree, a host joining a group will have to traverse at most $\log_2 n$ nodes, being $n$ the total number of nodes in the tree.

In the following subsections a more complex join heuristic, used by GMAC to reduce reconnections and allow connection restricted hosts (CRHs), is explained.

5.1 Improved Join Heuristic

The main idea is that each host in the tree knows where the next connection point downward the tree is, so as to delegate an incoming host directly to its joining point node.

In order to provide such functionality, a variable called $\text{nextParent}$, consisting in the IP address and port of the node corresponding to the next connection point, is held at each host. The $\text{nextParent}$ value in a node is determined by the control messages received from its children.

In order to join a group, a node follows Algorithm 3. In addition, each node in the tree follows Algorithm 4 to deal with join requests. An example of the improved
1:  rootIPandPort=GroupRegistry.getRootIPandPort(groupName, password);
2:  if rootIPandPort==myIPandPort then
3:      connected=true //I am the root, the GMACRegistry has published my IP and
4:          port as the root.
5:  else
6:      connectionOutgoing=connectToHost(rootIPandPort, groupName, password);
7:      if connectionOutgoing.isAcceptedAsChild()==true then
8:          connected=true;
9:      connectionParent=connectionOutgoing;
10:    else
11:        while connected==false do
12:            nextParentIPandPort=connectionOutgoing.getNextParentIp-AndPort(); //the nextParent of the least weighted child
13:            connectionOutgoing.EndConnection();
14:            connectionOutgoing=connectToHost(nextParentIPandPort, groupName, password);
15:            if connectionOutgoing.isAcceptedAsChild()==true then
16:                connected=true;
17:                connectionParent=connectionOutgoing;
18:          end if
19:        end while
20:    end if

Algorithm 3: Joining a Group

1:  ConnectionIncoming=ReceiveConnectionRequest();
2:  if leftChild==null then
3:      leftChild=ConnectionIncoming
4:      leftChild.sendConfirmationToChild();
5:  else
6:      if rightChild==null then
7:          rightChild=ConnectionIncoming
8:          rightChild.sendConfirmationToChild();
9:      else
10:         ConnectionIncoming.sendConnectToHost(this.nexparentIPandPort)
11:     end if
12:  end if

Algorithm 4: Attending a Joining request

heuristic is shown in Figure 3. The nextParent values are determined in each node
as follows:

• Node 8 is a leaf of the tree, thus its own IP address and port is used as the next-
  Parent value. Node 4 does the same thing, as it has only one child (i.e. it has room
for one more host). Node 2 updates its nextParent with the information received from its children, selecting the nextParent information from node 6 (where the least weighted subtree is) and sends this information to its parent (node 1).

- Node 3 sets its nextParent with the value received from node 5 (in equal conditions selects by default the value from the left) and sends it to node 1.

- Node 1 will also set its nextParent to the one received from its least weighted subtree, in this case, the IP address and port of node 5, (the nextParent received from its right child). When a new host (node 9) wanting to join the group arrives, it will be immediately forwarded to the node 5, which will incorporate it as a leaf.

Each node stores the nextParent and tree weight values received from its children. With these values, a node calculates its own nextParent and tree weight values and sends them to its parent. The goal of this process is to summarize the subtree state below each node. When the overlay structure changes, the affected nodes will have to recalculate their own tree weight and nextParent values and, in case the summarizing values have changed, a chain of ascending control messages will be triggered.

5.2 Enabling Connection Restricted Hosts (CRHs)

To allow hosts behind firewalls or NATs, a slight extension to the previous heuristic is required to allow them only as leaves of the overlay tree.

When all the leaves of a subtree are CRHs hosts, it will not be possible to incorporate more hosts of this kind. As a consequence, a new boolean variable called allowCRHs is stored by each node to know whether a subtree is capable of accepting join requests from CRHs. This information, together with the nextParent and
Fig. 4. Rotation of a connection restricted child

tree weight values, is packed in control messages. To keep CRHs as leaves, when a host having both children and at least a CRH gets a connection request from a non-CRH, it will incorporate it by performing a rotation. As depicted in Figure 4, a rotation is performed as follows:

1. It will ask its CRH leaf to connect to the new incoming host.
2. The CRH leaf will reconnect to the new incoming host.
3. The new host will be accepted as a child in the place where the CRH was.

As a consequence, every host having a CRH child will set its nextParent variable to his own address, as a non-CRH will always be incorporated via a rotation. Algorithm 5 describes the full heuristic for allowing all types of hosts, including the rotation of a CRH child by replacing it with a standard joining host.

It is worth mentioning that in GMAC groups are formed incrementally. Consequently, CRHs join-requests will be refused if the current tree does not support more CRHs. Nevertheless, the application using GMAC could implement a mechanism where CRHs retry to connect after a certain amount of time, waiting for a non-CRH connection or a CRHs departure. An example of the full heuristic, allowing CRHs, is shown in Figure 5:

- Hosts 4, 6, 7 and 8 are CRHs.
- Both children of Node 2 are CRHs, thus it sets allowCRHs to false (it is not capable of accepting more CRHs).
- Node 5 sets allowCRHs to true, as it only has one child.
- Node 3 gets this information and sets allowCRHs to true, as node 5 is able to accept join requests from CRHs. Nevertheless, it sets the nextParent value to its own address and port, as a rotation would be needed if a normal host wants to join in the future.
- Node 1 (the root node) will get:
  - From node 2: the address and port of node 2 as nextParent, 3 as the tree weight, and that it does not allow any more CRHs.
Algorithm 5: Handling a Join request, full heuristic.

From node 3: the address and port of node 3 as nextParent, 4 as the tree weight, and that it allows CRHs.

Thus, when a new host (host number 9) wants to join the group, it will send to node 1 (the root) a connection request, which will be delegated depending on whether the new host is a CRH or not.
Fig. 5. Heuristic for allowing CRHs

It is important to notice that when the allowCRHs values of a node’s children differ, for example node 3 in Figure 5, it must set its nextParent value to its own address and port, as it will have to decide where to delegate join requests depending on the connectivity capabilities of the incoming host.

Even though others solutions are possible, allowing CRHs as leaves of the tree leads to a simple, clean and convenient solution. Others possibilities, such as having levels of intermediate CRHs (where CRHs and non-CRHs alternate) would add extra complexity to the joining and failure recovery algorithms. In addition, this would admit at most 66.7% CRHs, compared to 50% of having CRHs only as leaves. Other possible approach is NAT traversal [28–30], which enables CRHs to connect directly to each other. However, this approach was avoided as it could bypass local network restrictions and policies.

5.3 GMAC Registry

As explained earlier, the main requirement of the GMAC registry is that it has to be globally accessible in the Internet, working as a bootstrap or starting place for hosts wishing to join a certain group. The GMAC registry (Figure 6) has two responsibilities:

- Publish the roots of the groups: sends the root address and port of a group to a host intending to join it, provided that the correct group name and password is given.
5.4 Failure Recovery

GMAC uses a fast failure recovery mechanism, rather than implementing a failure avoidance strategy. When a node fails or leaves a group, the tree must be restructured in order to continue providing multicast support to the rest of the group. This reorganization is done by the remaining members in a decentralized way as follows:

- The parent node, which had the failing node as a child, just closes the connections to it, updates its state information and sends it to its own parent.
- Children nodes, which had the failing node as its parent, must reconnect to the tree by sending a connection request to the root.

For the non-adjacent nodes downward the one that failed, reorganization is transparent, as they will be reconnected along with the orphan nodes. In this way, a node failure is handled by reconnecting its children, which is accomplished in a decentralized manner. In addition, tree reorganization involves at most two node reconnections, thus the computational cost of a failure is still logarithmic over the number of nodes. In Algorithms 6 and 7 the failure recovery algorithm is described from the child and the parent point of view respectively. Figure 7 depicts the GMAC failure recovery mechanism. Suppose node 3 leaves the group. The root, which had node 3 as a child, just releases the connection. Both “orphan” nodes 5 and 7 will reconnect to the root keeping their current children, thus actually a subtree is being reconnected. In this case, the root first handles node’s 5 request incorporating it as
connected=false
while rootFound==false do
  connectionOutgoing=connectToHost(rootIPandPort,groupName,password);
  if root not responding after n retries then
    rootIPandPort=GroupRegistry.claimToBeTheRoot(rootIPandPort,groupName,password,myIPandPort);
    if rootIPandPort==myIPandPort then
      rootFound=true //claim succeeded,(else other one claimed first, the new rootIPandPort will be tried)
    end if
  else
    rootFound=true; //the root responded
  end if
end while
goto Algorithm 3 line 6.

Algorithm 6: Recovering from a parent failure

1: controlMessage=connectionChild.receiveControlMessage();
2: updateChildStateInformation(controlMessage);
3: recalculateNextParent();
4: generate and send new controlMessage to parent

Algorithm 7: Recovering from a child failure

Fig. 7. Failure recovery
its right child. Next, the root accepts node 7 request by delegating the join request to node 13.

A special case arises when the node that leaves the group is the root itself, since orphan nodes will fail when attempting to reconnect to it. Therefore, as these nodes notice the root is missing or not responding they will ask the group registry to become the root themselves via a \textit{claimRoot} message. This \textit{claimRoot} message contains the address and port of the supposed failing root in order to let the GMAC registry check if the received root address and port corresponds to the published one (i.e. that it has not been previously changed). Then the GMAC registry will verify that it is really failing, and provided this is true, it will accept the root claim message and publish the new root address and port for the group.

Although the final tree is not completely balanced, the overall overlay performance is not compromised. Besides, the tree will tend to recover its balance as new nodes join the tree. The failure recovery mechanism in GMAC is fast and simple, and neither extra control links, nor extra control state information needs to be maintained in the nodes for failure resilience purposes. As a consequence, GMAC approach is to detect and reconnect disconnected nodes immediately, rather than avoiding nodes disconnection by adding redundancy or complex heuristics.

A \textit{claimRoot} message is rejected if the included root information does not match the GMAC registry published root information. In such cases, a message containing the updated root information is sent back to the claiming node. This will happen after a root fails and both orphan children send a \textit{claimRoot} message to the group registry; the first one to arrive will succeed, while the second will be rejected. However the second one, when rejected, will get the updated root information, which in this case, is the succeeding orphan address and port, i.e. the new root for the group. For this special case, there will be an extra recovery delay, due to the waiting time the non succeeding orphan node must wait until it gets the new root address.

This root substitution method could be seen as the only mechanism in GMAC not fully decentralized, as, in order to join a group, a new node could ask for the root address to an already connected member instead of asking the group registry. As a consequence, only when both, the group registry and the root of a group fail, the root orphans would be unable to replace the root and the group would be divided in two. Although this case in unlikely to occur, group availability must not be compromised. This is why the group registry is implemented as a cluster of redundant servers.

Every time subtrees get disconnected, current messages traversing the tree may be lost. To solve this problem, a first attempt might be to store undelivered messages in buffers every time an adjacent node fails. Next, the reconnected subtree sends a multicast message to contact the nodes that were adjacent of its previous parent. Subsequently, missing messages could be exchanged. This approach fails when a
parent and a child node fail at nearly the same time. To avoid this problem the reconnected node should ask for all undelivered messages in the tree, generating many replicated messages and possibly congestion. This is why message recovery is optional in GMAC, allowing the specific applications using GMAC to decide which approach to use depending on their communication requirements. For the case of MoviLog, as multicast messages represent changes in the group state, synchronizing the reconnected subtree is enough.

6 Implementation

GMAC has been implemented in Java. Java has many desirable properties that ease application development and deployment. Some of them are multi-threading, inheritance, object orientation, portability and a well known API, just to mention a few. Figure 8 depicts the simplified UML class diagram of GMAC implementation. The main responsibilities are divided in three classes: ConnectionManager, TreeMaintenace and GroupCast. The whole design was done to favour flexibility. The GroupCast class provides a number of methods for using GMAC
services, the ConnectionManager issues all TCP connections and the TreeMaintenance is responsible for keeping the overlay structure. Inheritance was used to distinguish standard hosts from connection restricted ones, and to keep the possibility of adding different implementation strategies open.

The ConnectionManager class manages all connections. It has an instance of the ConnectionServer, which listens for incoming connections on an open port. Each time a new connection arrives, a new thread handles it and the handshaking process is started. There are 4 types of connections:

- Incoming Connection: A connection a host receives.
- Outgoing Connection: A connection a host starts.
- Control Connection: The connection where ascending control messages are sent.
- Data Connection: The connection where data messages are transmitted.

The handshaking process is done as follows. The ConnectionServer listens on the open port for incoming connections. If the joining request can be satisfied, the incoming connection turns into a control connection, as depicted in the double link schema in Section 4. Once this control connection is established a data connection is created with a similar process.

The TreeMaintenace class uses a NodeAdministrator class that, in turn, has an instance of the ParentAdministrator class and two instances of the ChildAdministrator class, one for each child. These instances have the control and data connections for each adjacent node. Besides, they store the nextParent, weigh and allowCRHs values for each subtree (in the case of the child instances).

GMAC has been developed as a Java library to allow developers to use GMAC multicast services easily. For example, to join a group a programmer has to provide GMAC with the group name, password, and the registry IP address and port. The following code shows the steps for joining a GMAC group called GROUPNAME1:

```java
GroupCast groupCast = new GroupCast("GROUPNAME1", "PASSWORD1", gmac.com.ar, 2000);
groupCast.startListeningInPort(3333);
groupCast.joinGroup();
```

Hosts behind NATs or firewalls not allowed by network administration policies to either use port-forwarding or having an open port will be treated as CRHs. For non-CRH, only one reachable open port in the range 1024–65535 must be provided so as not to be considered a CHR by GMAC. This port will be used by the ConnectionServer to attend incoming connections.

Once connected, messages can be sent to the group. The following example shows how to send String messages to the whole group:

```java
public void sendString(String message) {
    DatagramPacket dp = new DatagramPacket(message.getBytes(), message.length());
    this.groupcast.send(dp);
}
```
The code below shows how to receive messages from the group:

```java
public void run () {
    DatagramPacket newPacket;
    while (true) {
        newPacket = this.groupcast.receive();
        this.dealWithPacket(newPacket);
    }
}
```

Java provides an API for broadcasting and multicasting messages represented as an instance of the DatagramPacket class. Many existing applications already use this API. As the previous examples show, in GMAC the DatagramPacket abstraction is used for message transfers as well. However, this is only done for easily porting to GMAC applications based on the Java API for broadcasting and multicasting, since TCP connections are used underneath.

The group registry is implemented as an independent application. A cluster of redundant servers based on Enterprise Java Beans [31] is used to address availability. When a node asks the registry to join a certain group given the group name and password, if the given group name does not exist, the group registry sets up a new group with the joining node as the root. The root substitution mechanism is synchronized at group level in order to attend only one claim root at the time, while other requests are processed concurrently. Periodically, the group registry issues a connection to each published group root to check if they are still running, removing the non-responding ones.

### 7 Experimental Results

The alternatives described in Section 3 provide multicast support to applications with very particular multicast requirements. Solutions involving a single sender broadcasting media try to maximize bandwidth, while conferencing oriented applications require low latency as well, though they may allow graceful degradation.

GMAC is intended to allow large groups to communicate by sending small multicast messages. The main features of GMAC are decentralization, scalability and low overhead, while transmission requirements are not considered critical. Nevertheless, it is desirable to analyze and evaluate GMAC performance to determine how it meets MovilLog requirements and to have a better understanding of GMAC behavior.

While unicast connections are usually measured only in terms of bandwidth and latency, for GMAC group communications, the most relevant aspects to consider are:

- **End-to-end group propagation delay**: is the time required for a message to reach
the farthest group member.

- **Group latency**: is the maximum delay, from the application point of view, between a sender and the receivers. Within a distribution tree, latency is the longest end-to-end delay between any pair of nodes.

- **Throughput**: is the maximum throughput, from the receiving applications point of view, that a group can provide. Within a distribution tree, nodes with less bandwidth may act as bottlenecks, thus limiting the overall group bandwidth.

- **Protocol overhead**: this metric takes into account the network traffic that does not involve application data, including control messages required to build and maintain the overlay structure.

- **Link stress**: is the number of duplicate packets on the same physical link.

- **Network distance**: At the application level, network distance is generally related to latency, assuming that more latency implies more cost.

- **Failure recovery**: the time required by the overlay to recover from failures in nodes.

Several simulations were made in order to evaluate GMAC. GMAC was compared with sequential unicast and two MSTs (Minimum Spanning Trees) variants, one maximizing the bandwidth and the other minimizing latency. This could be seen as the approaches adopted by NARADA and ALMI, respectively. It is important to note that such MST trees are used as theoretical boundaries for the metrics they optimize. No other overlay tree can achieve better results for a specific metric than a MST built under that measure. Moreover, these MSTs were built within a static environment. Note that it would be very difficult to build them in real conditions, since it would be necessary to know the network topology and its metrics in advance, and to assume they are static, something not likely to happen in the Internet.

As the implementations of the alternatives described in Section 3 are not always available, or they do not support groups with similar size ranges as GMAC, the number of possible experimental comparisons was limited. Nevertheless, some comparisons with approaches such as NARADA, NICE and LARK were made when data was available.

In order to generate the simulations, hosts were placed at random in a bi-dimensional space. Each host was assigned a bandwidth between 15 and 70 KB/s, while latency varied from 100 to 665 ms between any pair of them. It was assumed that these magnitudes were symmetrical ($A \rightarrow B = B \leftarrow A$). Furthermore, it was considered that any host could transmit data messages with equal probability. It is important to notice that knowing the topology in advance, which, besides is static, favors the MST alternatives. Therefore this scenario is rather unfair to GMAC.

Additionally, experiments were done to evaluate GMAC with MoviLog specific group communication requirements. To handle code mobility efficiently, each MoviLog platform needs to multicast information in the following settings:
Setting A: Each MoviLog platform needs to announce its new available resources, as well as disposing the old ones. For this kind of information, MoviLog sends, in average, two messages every 10 minutes. Each message has an approximate size of 2KB.

Setting B: Some specific MoviLog platform information must be shared periodically. This information includes MoviLog metrics and current control state information such as CPU load, number of active agents, memory usage, etc. This type of messages are sent twice in a minute and are 150 Bytes long.

In order to avoid traffic congestion, the maximum number of participants in a group is determined by the node with less bandwidth capacity. If the number of participants grows further, the node with lower bandwidth could act as a bottleneck, and congestion may occur. For example, the maximum number of members supported for the case of MoviLog, when 15KB/s is the bandwidth of a node acting as bottleneck, is:

- Setting A: 2 KB * 2 / 600 seconds = 0.0066 KB per second = 2250/2 = 1125 hosts.
- Setting B: 0.150 KB * 2 / 60 seconds = 0.005 KB per second = 3000/2 = 1500 hosts.
- Both: 0.005+0.0066 = 0.01166 KB per second = 642 hosts.

These values provide an estimate of the feasible scalability of GMAC, where a node limited to a bandwidth of only 15KB/s is retransmitting messages. In addition, a typical MoviLog deployment consists of approximately 400 hosts. Note that although GMAC does not currently address congestion control, the numbers shown above suggests that GMAC is adequate given its scalability requirements.

7.1 End-to-end group propagation delay

Figures 9 and 10 show the time in seconds required by a random node to send 100KB to all the group members. A message of 100KB was used to have a better insight of how the node bandwidth affected the overlay tree. Results concerning MoviLog requirements will be shown subsequently. Figure 9 shows that the alternative of using only unicast is not viable when groups are large. Figure 10 shows in more detail the results for GMAC average and worst case, and the two MST alternatives. For the worst case, each node in the longest path is formed by bottlenecks of 15KB/s bandwidth and 665ms latency. The MST latency approach has poor performance as it does not take into account bandwidth metrics. The MST Bandwidth was built optimizing a 100KB message transmission, thus this is the best that can be achieved in an overlay tree. In average GMAC scales well, approximating the boundaries imposed by the MST Bandwidth. Standard deviations of about 9% can be seen as error bars, showing that the delivery time vary only a few seconds. It
is worth noting that when the number of nodes grows, they become closer to each other and the MST configuration impact tends to be less decisive. Results corresponding to MoviLog requirements are shown in Figure 11. The time required until the last node receives a 2KB message for MoviLog setting A is shown, both for the simulation results and the model worst and best case. For the model worst case, 15KB/s bandwidth and 665ms latency links were assumed in equation 1, whereas for the model best case, 70KB/s and 100ms values were used. These ranges work as over-dimensioned boundaries for the MoviLog setting. The results show how GMAC scales, since just a few seconds are required for a message to reach the whole group with a logarithmic behavior.
7.2 Throughput

Figure 12 shows the group throughput that can be achieved with the different approaches. This metric is important for applications requiring audio/video streaming, which is not of particular interest to GMAC. In distribution trees, less capable nodes act as bottlenecks, limiting the overall group to their bandwidth. In GMAC, bottleneck nodes may have to retransmit messages, thus the overall throughput would be restricted to half of the less capable host bandwidth. It is worth noting that GMAC was developed for homogeneous groups, thus bottleneck nodes are less likely to appear. Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, GMAC is not concerned about providing media streaming. Nevertheless, in order to scale without trouble, there is a minimum bandwidth requirement in each node depending on the group transfer rate desired. For the MoviLog settings, the minimum bandwidth required in each node is depicted in Figure 13. A typical MoviLog deployment with 400 hosts requires only
10KB/s in every node in order to work properly under GMAC. NICE minimizes the control message exchanges, thus reducing the protocol overhead. Conversely, other approaches, such as NARADA, consume too much bandwidth and network resources for optimization purposes. In GMAC, scalability is not compromised, as the required bandwidth in each node is only affected by the amount of data that node is forwarding and, as detailed next, the protocol overhead is minimum and not affected by the group size.

7.3 Protocol Overhead

The protocol overhead metric considers network traffic that does not represent useful application data. In GMAC the information required to build and maintain the binary tree is minimal, since this information is transmitted only when a node leaves or joins the group. In contrast, alternatives using some kind of optimization introduce a considerable overhead. This is due to the fact that many measurements between hosts are required for building and maintaining the overlay structures. For instance, NARADA introduces an exponential overhead of 2% for 64 members and 4% for 128, with a single host streaming at 128kbps [8, 32]. This overhead tends to grow in large groups, confining optimized structures to small groups, or restricting them to worse approximations based on complex heuristics. Nice and LARK are application level protocols intended to reduce the exponential control overhead of NARADA.

GMAC control overhead is only affected by the failure and joining rates. The failure rates used for NICE were 16 members in 100 seconds in a group of 128. Although GMAC assumes that group members are stable, this failure rate was used in order to get fair comparisons. Table 1 shows the protocol overhead bandwidth produced by NARADA (with 30 seconds periodic refresh rate), NICE, LARK and
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GMAC according to different group sizes. Figure 14 shows that NARADA exponential protocol overhead prevents it from scaling. In Figures 16 and 15 the same metrics are shown with a different scale. It is worth mentioning that some values for larger group sizes are missing since they were not available for the alternatives compared [16,32].

While NICE and LARK reduce NARADA exponential overhead, in GMAC, as no optimization is made, the protocol overhead is minimal, and it is only affected by the overall joining or departure rate. In order to evaluate GMAC the failure rates proposed by the alternatives where used, where 12.5% of the nodes from a group fail within 100 seconds. For example for a group of 3000 nodes, 375 nodes are supposed to fail in that time. The failure rates in MoviLog platforms usually are much lower (less than 0.5% in 100 seconds). In addition, the protocol overhead presented in the alternatives do not include failure recovery overheads. As a consequence, GMAC proved to be the one with less protocol overhead in MoviLog settings.

### 7.4 Group Latency

One important metric is the group latency, which is the longest end-to-end delay between any pair of nodes. Figure 17 shows the logarithmic behavior for GMAC end-to-end group delay simulation results for data and control messages. The latency range for the underlying unicast links varied from 100ms to 665ms, a latency range likely to be found in the Internet. The delay was measured for the average and worst scenario (when every node in the longest path has 665ms latency), for
the following cases:

- **Data message latency** (Also known as group latency): Represents the time required to reach the farthest node from any other node in the binary tree.
- **Control message latency**: Represents the time for a control message to reach the root, since control messages flow bottom-up in GMAC.

In MoviLog it is desirable that data messages reach all members quickly. The same happens with control messages, which are sent when a node joins or leaves the overlay. As control messages flow bottom-up, in the worst case, a leaf control message would have to reach the root, generating $\log_2 n$ control messages.

It is worth mentioning that the standard deviations (shown as error bars) for the average cases are far from the best and worst case boundaries since the paths delay is counterbalanced by high and low latency links.
As explained in Section 4.2, GMAC does not consider the underlying network properties when building the overlay. One of the disadvantages of this approach is that messages may be sent several times over the same physical link. Figure 18 shows the average physical link stress for several Internet topology configurations created with the BRITE topology generator [33,34] using the waxman topology model. The link stress distribution of GMAC, NARADA, sequential unicast and DVMRP are shown in Figure 19, reproducing the waxman generated topology (1024 nodes, and 3072) described in [8]. The stress of any physical link is at most 1 for DVMRP (Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol). In sequential unicast some physical links have a stress above 16, while in GMAC and NARADA the distribution is more balanced and no physical links have a stress larger that 9. This behavior is understandable, as the approach followed by GMAC is to relief the overloaded senders.
From the application level perspective, as the underlying network topology information is not always available, the latency between hosts is often used as a metric of distance. The MST latency approach minimizes the overall distance under this assumption. The relation between the MST latency, the MST bandwidth and GMAC is shown in Figure 20, where the results are normalized with respect to the MST latency. ALMI relies on this metric to build its overlay tree. NARADA, in contrast, suggests that this may not be the best choice, since the shortest path is not always the fastest one [8]. Furthermore, the assumption that on the Internet latency represents distance is not necessarily true.

To improve the resource utilization, some efforts take into account the underlying network when building overlay networks [35–38]. As explained in Section 4.2, GMAC refrains from using optimized schemes to minimize the protocol overhead, ease the overlay construction, maintenance, and failure recovery mechanisms. Other approaches such as LARK [16] also relinquishes resource utilization to increase robustness.

On the other hand, media streaming applications should be more concerned about resource utilization. As high bandwidth traffic is transmitted, it is worthwhile to afford measurements costs in order to reduce the overall resource utilization. Conversely, in GMAC, as sporadic small messages are sent, it is more important to not overload the network by exchanging metrics between nodes, since the management of an optimized structure may imply more resource utilization costs.

7.6 Failure Recovery

Another important issue is the possibility of failure of some node. Even though the probability of a node failure may be small, when groups are large, this starts to be a significant matter. When a failure occurs in an overlay structure, members
depending on the failing host, as well as the following dependents in the chain, can get disconnected. Figure 21 shows the time required to recover from simultaneous failing hosts in a group with 100 members. As explained in Subsection 5.4, GMAC quickly recovers from node failures by reincorporating immediately the orphan nodes along with their subtrees in a decentralized way. In addition to the fact that the tree is not affected when a leaf fails, which, in the case of GMAC, corresponds to half of the group nodes, thus reducing the activation of the failure recovery mechanism to half the failure probability.

However, recovery in optimized overlay structures, such as ALMI, is more expensive because a host failure may trigger the reoptimization of the whole structure, producing additional protocol overhead. Moreover, complex heuristics may be required in order to keep the diffusion group working until a new optimization is performed. This is one of the issues that has hindered scalability in approaches based on optimized overlay structures. Figure 22 shows the GMAC behavior for larger
groups when 10 nodes fail. In addition to the average recovery time, the time including forcing always a root failure is shown. For the latter case, one of the orphan nodes will first replace the missing root, and afterwards receive the reconnection requests from the other nodes. In both cases GMAC quickly recovers from failures in a scalable and decentralized way.

8 Conclusions

This paper presented GMAC, an overlay multicast network for mobile software agent platforms. These platforms reduce network usage by migrating code, thus working with the resources locally. Using a binary tree as overlay structure, GMAC allows group communication between platforms spread across the Internet. The entire functionality of GMAC is implemented in each host at the application level in a decentralized and collaborative way, thus responsibilities for message delivery, tree building and recovery are distributed among the group members.

The goal of GMAC is to provide multicast services to non-critical burst transmitting applications in a scalable and robust way, where the key idea is that overloaded hosts are relieved by delegating their transmission responsibilities to their neighbors. In addition, GMAC can be widely deployed, because it does not rely on special routers and its application program interface is compatible with the well known Java native multicast service. Furthermore, GMAC only assumes unicast as the subjacent service, allowing any host in the Internet to use it, even those with connectivity restrictions such as hosts behind NATs or firewalls.

Experimental results based on MoviLog requirements show that GMAC is a good choice for providing multicast services to groups of considerable size with small throughput transmission requirements. In contrast, approaches based on optimized structures present a number of problems such as the complexity of generating these structures, management overhead and failure recovery. In GMAC, these problems are not present, as the complexity of generating its structure is not affected by the size of the group. In addition, protocol overhead is minimal and failure recovery is fast and effective. To reduce construction and maintenance costs, GMAC does not take additional metrics for optimization purposes. Accordingly, network resource utilization is rather poor. This is one of the main drawbacks of GMAC, however this problem is also present in most overlay based approaches.

GMAC works in a fully decentralized way, building an overlay network as a binary tree. Once the tree is established, internal nodes forwards incoming messages to their neighbors. This approach is possible since the recursive nature of the binary tree allows the ascending control message heuristic. Hence a parent node receives only one control message from each child, summarizing the control state information of that entire branch. Thus the upward nodes are not over-
loaded by control messages. In contrast, most scalable self-organizing P2P approaches [24,18,22,39,25] do not have a defined overlay network structure that could instrument a similar control message scheme. Moreover, in the near future it would be possible to design a new fully decentralized P2P overlay network based on GMAC, where queries would be multicasted instead of flooded (or other complex content based heuristic) and still behave in a logarithmic manner.

GMAC main contribution is to provide multicast services in a decentralized and robust way, where group members cooperate among each other in a fair way, minimizing the protocol overhead and thus achieving great scalability.

GMAC proposes a new way of providing application-level multicast services, therefore new possibilities of future investigation arise, as well as optimizations and improvements on the current implementation. Some of them are:

- **End-to-end Reliability:** TCP connection links in the overlay network do not ensure reliability [40]. When a host in the group fails, the data it was supposed to forward may not be delivered. The same happens on the subtrees that get temporarily disconnected. Different alternatives for message delivery could be provided in the future, depending on the applications requirements. For instance, approaches may encompass global message ordering for retransmission, token based message transmission, etc.

- **Optimization:** GMAC does not implement any kind of optimization on its structure. Nevertheless by making some node swaps it would be possible to improve the global service performance (e.g. to detect bottleneck nodes and to move them as leaves), reduce link stress, or take into account the heterogeneity of nodes and links, however, preserving the binary structure introduced by the model.

- **Group Publication Policies:** The actual implementation of GMAC allows every host to register a new group. However, this task should be done by some authorized entity, so as to gain more control over group creation and administration.

- **Security:** Some security issues must be improved. GMAC trusts hosts owning the name and password of a group. However, hosts could be tampered to behave in an inadequate way, affecting the normal behavior of the whole group.

- **Evaluation with other deployments:** we are evaluating GMAC by using two applications developed with MoviLog, a meeting scheduler multi-agent system and a workflow engine.
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